
“Izzy” Einstein “Moe” Smith 

 They collected evidence by rigging a tube from Izzy’s coat pocket into a hidden 
flask. After being handed a drink Izzy would pour it into his pocket and tell the  
bartender that it was a, “sad, sad day.” Then they would arrest the guy. One time Izzy 
sang a song in a German Beer Garden before he closed it. 
 
 Eventually the government retired the pair because their methods and success 
rate was embarrassing. Neither one ever carried a gun. They went on to a very  
successful career as insurance detectives. 

 During Prohibition law enforcement reached an all 
time low as millions of Americans tried to purchase illegal 
liquor. Most government agents charged with enforcing 
Prohibition looked the other way when they saw illegal 
bars or speakeasies. Many law enforcement personnel 
took bribes while others were actually hired by smugglers 
to carry illegal shipments off boats. One unlikely pair of 
crime fighters were incredibly successful and above  
taking bribes.  

 At the time of the passage of the eighteenth amendment Izadore Einstein was a 
postal clerk. He was not satisfied with his income so he convinced the Federal Prohibi-
tion Bureau to hire him as a detective. Izzy’s physical appearance did not strike terror 
in the hearts of criminals. He was 5’5" and weighed in at 225 pounds. His partner and 
former cigar shop owner Moe Smith was ten pounds heavier. Their builds did not stop 
them from becoming the most successful agents of the era. They worked from 1920 to 
1925. 
 In that time they made four thousand three hundred and ninety two arrests with 
a ninety-five percent conviction rate. They busted three thousand speakeasies and 
confiscated an estimated five million bottles of liquor. On their most successful days 
work they shutdown seventeen illegal bars. Normally they averaged twenty a week. 

 They brought unusual skills to their profession. 
Izzy could play both the trombone and violin. He also 
spoke Yiddish, Polish, German, Hungarian, Russian,  
Italian, and a little Chinese. Their greatest asset was 
their ability to disguise themselves. They owned an  
assortment of costumes, which included fake whiskers 
and noses. Among their many disguises where fruit  
vendors, icemen, musicians, fishermen, farmers,  
college students, Texas ranchers, gravediggers,  
a Yiddish couple, and football players. They even went 
into bars in black face. One time Moe dunked himself in 
a tank of freezing water so Izzy could rush him into a bar 
and demand a drink to warm him with. Another time Izzy 
disguised himself as himself. He came into a speakeasy 
claiming to be a newly appointed prohibition agent.  
Everyone laughed until he arrested them. 
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Directions: In the space below or on an attached sheet of paper turn Izzy and 
Moe into cartoon characters. Draw a cartoon strip (4 or 5 boxes long)  
illustrating them busting a speakeasy. 


